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... Abs t r ac t . The production of neutral pions by the interaction of 200 A GeV proton and
16O projectiles with an Au target has been studied for 1.5 < rj < 2.1. Transverse momen-
tum spectra have been measured between 0.4 GeV/c and 2.8 GeV/c and their dependence
on the centrality of the reaction has been investigated. The peripheral spectrum shows
a marked change of slope with a hard component starting at about 1.8 GeV/c in close
similarity to p + p data.
Preliminary analyses of photon data yield an excess over known photon sources for central
data which is absent for peripheral reactions.
Correlations of 4 photons representing neutral pions have been studied in ultrarelativistic
heavy ion collisions. Data were taken in the WA80 experiment at the CERN-SPS with
a 200 A GeV oxygen beam. The x° are detected via their decay photons with a high-
granularity lead glass array. Special features of interferometry using neutral pions will be
discussed. The extracted preliminary parameters for high px pions emitted near midra-
pidity in 0 + Au collisions lead to rather small effective source sizes.
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1 INTRODUCTION
First results from ultrarelativistic heavy ion experiments at the CERN' SPS [l]

have shown that in 200 A GeV ldO -f Au collisions high energy densities are
created, which approach the critical values for a quark gluon phase transition
predicted by QCD lattice calculations [2]. Among the various suggested signals
for a quark gluon phase the riirfct. photons .and lepton pairs are considered to be
the most promising ones [3]. The VVA80 collaboration has therefore concentrated
on the detection of direct photons, which in the presence of a high background
of photons from 7r° decay requires particular experimental effort. The TC° spectra
themselves offer the possibility to study the highly excited reaction zone in the
hadronization phase. Separation into peripheral and central collisions provides a
link to p -f A and p -f p data important for the interpretation of the heavy ion
data.

Pion interferometry is a tool to study the properties of the particle-emitting
source in high energy collisions. It can provide information about both the geome-
try and the evolution of the reaction system. The method relies on the fact that the
symmetrization of the multi-boson wavefunction favours the emission of pions in
the same state or nearly identical states. This results in an enhanced measurement
of pion pairs with small momentum differences (also known as the Hanbury-Brown
- Twiss effect[4] or the Goldhaber - Goldhaber - Lee - Pais effect[5]). The range
of the correlation is related to the space-time structure of the source.
In this paper we present the first attempt to analyze correlations of neutral pions
in oxygen induced interactions at 200 A GeV measured by the WA80 collaboration
at the CERN SPS.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The complete WA80 experimental setup is described in Rcf. [6,7]. For the mea-
surement of photons the lead glass detector SAPHIR has been used [7,8] which is
located at a distance of 342 cm from the target and measures photons from 0.2 to
20 GeV in about 1/6 of the solid angle for 1.5 < TJ < 2.1. Charged particle rejec-
tion is achieved by two layers of streamer tube arrays with an overall efficiency of
98 %. Photon conversion by material in front of SAPHIR was kept below 6 % for
the 16O + Au run.

3 7r° AND PHOTON SPECTRA

Since the measured multiplicity of photons and charged particles on SAPHIR's
surface is higher for central 16O 4- nucleus collisions than for peripheral ones, the
probability of photon misidentification increases for central reactions. Hence, the
photon reconstruction efficiency drops from 94 % in peripheral to 78 % in central



l o0 -f Au collisions [7,S]. This effect was taken into account in the evaluation of
the T° p-f distributions by a Monte Carlo acceptance calculation.

Neutral pions are identified by their decay photons (TT° — 2-/). A -r°dN/dpT
distribution is obtained in the following way: Invariant mass spectra are accumu-
lated for different bins of PT(J, l)- In order to determine the TT° peak area in each
invariant mass spectrum, a third order polynomial is fitted to the combinatorial
background and subtracted from the spectrum. From this analysis the dN/dpr
distribution is calculated for those neutral pions with both decay photons being
measured. This momentum distribution has to be corrected for the geometrical
acceptance obtained by a Monte Carlo calculation. The details of this technique
are described in Ref. ["]. In going from low to high jr° transverse momenta the TT0

peak to background ratio in the invariant mass spectra increases, and due to the
decreased opening angle of the decay photons the geometrical acceptance increases
up to 88 %. The merging of two decay photons into one single shower is excluded
in the px region under consideration due to their minimum opening angle.

The direct photon to ir° ratio (i/ft0) is extracted from the total measured
photon yield according to the following expression [3]:

where the Ri are the Monte Carlo calculated ratios of observed background 7's to
detected 7r°'s for each of the sources, and A^o and Ay are products of geometric
acceptance and reconstruction efficiencies for 7's and ;ro's. Instead of applying
model calculations or data from different experiments, SAPHIR measures neutral
pions in order to determine Nro. Most important, the detailed pj dependence
(see Fig. 2) is taken into account in the Monte Carlo calculation. Since »j's have
been measured in a limited p? range only, an extrapolation has been made via
mT scaling [11]. Contributions from the other sources R^ in equation 1 have been
estimated to be small but are presently further being investigated.

Invariant 7r° cross section for reactions of protons and 160 nuclei with an Au
target at 200 A GeV as a function of transverse momentum have been obtained for
different trigger conditions. Fig. 1 (left) show the minimum bias data for p -f Au
and 16O -r Au together with an exponential fit (l/p^dN/dpr ~ ezp(—pj/T)) to
the data at 0.8GeV/c < p? < 2GeV/c. In this stage of the analysis no attempt
has been made either to fit the whole spectrum with a particular model nor to
interpret the slope parameter T in terms of a temperature. It is seen that the
slope of the 16O + Au spectrum is slightly flatter than the slope of the p + Au
data.

More insight into the particular mechanism of heavy ion reactions at high
energies can be gained by selecting central and peripheral collisions. Collective
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Figure 1: Invariant ir° cross sections from the collisions of p and 16O projectiles with
an Au targeinat 2QQ-firG<iV measured in 1.5 < 17 < 2.1. An exponential is fitted to
the data in the pr region from 0.8 to 2 GeV/c (solid line) and is continued over the full
measured PT range (dashed line). The slopes for the minimum bias data (left figure)
are T = 210 ± 3 MeV/c for 16O + Au and T = 196 ± 4 MeV/c for p + Au and for
the centrality selected data (right figure) are T = 220 ± 5 MeV/c for the central data
(squares) and T = 189 ± 5 MeV/c for peripheral data (circles). For comparison a charged
pion spectrum from p + p collisions at VSNN ~ 23 GeV is shown (triangles) [14].

effects or the formation of new states of nuclear matter are predominantly ex-
—pected in-very central collisions. For the present data the centrality selection

has been achieved by cuts in the ZDC energy. Central events are defined by
0% < EzDc/Ebeam < 30%, corresponding to 37% of the minimum bias cross sec-
tion, while peripheral events are defined by 40 % < EzDc/E^arn < 88 %
corresponding to 54% ofjhe minimum bias_cross section. Due to the^ strong corre-
lations observed between the mean values of energy in the zero degree calorimeter
EZDC, the transverse energy and the charged particle multiplicity [9,10] each of
the quantities can be used for event selection. In Fig. 1 (right) spectra selected
for central and peripheral events are displayed. Again an exponential fit is shown
for 0.8GeV/c < pT < 2GeV/c together with the data. Distinct and characteristic



differences between central and peripheral collisions are observed in the data of
Fig. 1:

• The increasing slope observed in the minimum bias data for pj < 0.8 GeV/c
is also indicated in the central but not in the peripheral data (similar obser-
vations for central data have been made by NA35 for charged pions in the
rapidity window 2 < Y ~<~3 ) [l].

• In the intermediate region 0.8 GeV/c < pj < 1.8 GeV/c the spectra show
a well developed exponential shape with a much smaller slope for central
compared to peripheral data.

• For pr > 1-8 GeV/c central and peripheral data display characteristic dif-
ferences. While the central spectra continue with the same slope as at lower
px, the peripheral spectra show a clear deviation from the low px behaviour
with a much smaller slope at higher px-

The different behaviour of peripheral and central data is most clearly displayed
in the ratio of the spectra plotted in Fig. 2. The three different px regions which
may be connected with different physical processes are clearly distinguished in this
figure.

Fig. 1 also shows the comparison of peripheral 7r° spectra from 16O 4- Au
at 200 A GeV (-/S/m = 19.4 GeV) with charged pion spectra from p -f p at
x^SjrN = 23 GeV [14]. There is a remarkable agreement in the spectral slope of
the data up to the highest px of the present experiment. The flattening of the
slope in the p -f- p data beyond 2 GeV/c has been interpreted as the onset of
hard QCD scattering, which is expected to become important for px values of
several GeV/c. It therefore appears, that the hard scattering component of the
elementary p + p interaction survives in peripheral heavy ion collisions but - in
the present px range - is strongly obscured in central collisions by nuclear effects.
Forthcoming experiments in an extended px range will reveal, whether the hard
component emerges in central collisions at higher px values or multiple scattering
in the entrance channel has to be considered.

Several attempts have been made within hydrodynamical and thermodynamical
models [12,13] to describe the development of a hot and dense reaction zone and
it.s connection to measured px spectra. In Ref. [15] a hydrodynamical theory with
isentropic expansion of a fireball and with certain freeze out criterion is applied
to our data. The low and intermediate part of the px spectrum, in particular the
changing of the slope with centrality is well described in this model with an initial
energy density of 1.5 - 2 GeV/fm3. The high px component in the peripheral data
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Figure 2: Ratio of the experimental jr° distributions of Fig. 1 (right )

is not described in this model, indicating again that it may be due to hard scatter-
ing processes. In thermodynamical descriptions [16,17] where the slope of the pT

spectra is a measure of the reaction temperature, different pr regions and slopes
are related to the break up of substructures or different scattering mechanisms.

. In particular, rescattering of secondary pions has been considered as the source of
the increased cross section at low pT [16], while hard QCD processes are expected
to be important at higher pr-

The above results provide the basis for the discussion of the direct photon data
of Fig. 3. The observed similarity between the peripheral 16O -f Au and p -f p
spectra including the onset of hard scattering suggests a similarity in direct photon
production. In p -f p reactions the direct photon yield was found to be vanishingly
small even at « 2 - 3 GeV/c. Fig. 3 shows that for peripheral 16O + Au data the
total photon yield is approximately accounted for by TT° and 77 decay photons
leaving a direct photon yield compatible with zero in nearly all pr bins. On the
other hand central 160 -f Au data of Fig. 3 show, within the present errors, an
excess of photons with respect to TT° and 77 decay photons over the full pT range. It
therefore appears that an uni'sual direct photon production takes place in central
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Figure 3: Preliminary results for direct photon to T° yields from 16O -f- Au collisions at
200 A GeV. Data points represent the total photon to TT° yield for peripheral (bottom) and
central data (top). The histogram lines give the contributions of photons from x° decay
(dashed) and of photons from the total rr° + t] decay (solid), respectively, as described in
sect. 3.



heavy ion collisions which is absent in peripheral reactions and p + p collision in
the pr region < 3 GeV/c.

The data of Fig. 3 represent the present state of the analysis and are considered
to be preliminary as indicated. Various details of the analysis (see sect. 2) and
the most critical dependence on the multiplicity have further to be investigated in
detail by more data and simulations..._ ...

4 CORRELATIONS

Until now pion interferometry has only been performed with charged pions.
The use of TT0, although more difficult experimentally, has several advantages:

• No Coulomb correction has to be applied to the data.

• 7T° are detected via their decay photons. This allows us to measure two pions
even in the case that they have exactly the same momentum, because the
decay photons are in general clearly separated, when they reach the detector.

In a high multiplicity environment, however, photons may accidentally combine to
an invariant mass close to the pion mass. Such combinatorial (background) pairs
cannot be distinguished from a true photon pair originating from a 7r°-decay. Thus
the pair reconstruction works only on a statistical level, but not event-by-event.
Because of the high multiplicities and the small acceptance for pions with low
transverse momentum, the analysis must be restricted to pion candidates above a
certain cut in pr-
For this study we analyzed 1.5 • 106 events for the system 160 + 197Au and 500,000
events for 16O -f 12C. The requirement of two photon pairs with a px above the
actual cut reduces the statistics considerably. Only those events were accepted,
where all involved photons were separated by an opening angle of at least 2.3°.
This represents a very conservative limit in order to prevent any distortion of the
measurement due to the overlap of showers in the detector. We calculated the two
pion correlation function as a function of the single variable Q, defined as

(Pi~P*)2 . (2)

where pi, pi are the four-momenta of the two pions. The limited pair statistics
restricts the analysis to one dimension. Q is a Lorentz-invariant quantity and is
furthermore related to the invariant mass of the pair M2TO by Q2 = M^a — 4m*0-
Hence the influence of two-body resonances can be easily recognized, because they
should show up as peaks in the Q spectrum. The detector resolution in this vari-
able was investigated by a Monte-Carlo simulation, where both the energy and the
position resolution are taken into account. The results of this calculation (shown
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in Fig. 4) exhibit an overall resolution of the order of <r(Q) = 10 MeV.
The experimental correlation function was obtained as follows: Photon pairs with
an invariant mass satisfying j m2y — m*o j /mTa < 10% (see Fig. 5) and pr > Pr.min
were selected (called pion candidates). We then calculated the ratio of the actual
distribution of pairs of pion candidates to a background distribution. This back-
ground distribution, which should represent the uncorrelated pair distribution,
was formed by taking pion candidates from different events. This is known as the
event-mixing method. For this procedure each pion could be used several times
or only once - a difference that does not alter the shape of the background distri-
bution in our case. The same cut in the opening angle of photons ip^ > 2.3° was
applied in the event mixing procedure. To parameterize the correlation function
we employed a simple Gaussian:

C2(Q) = N.[l + A-e*-* '*^] (3)

where the correlation length Rz, the correlation strength Ax (often quoted as the
degree of chaoticity[18]) and the normalization N were used as free parameters.
The data were fitted with the use of a maximum likelihood method. Experimental
correlation functions were determined for 16O + 17C 200 A GeV with a lower cutoff
in transverse momentum of 400 MeV/c and 600 MeV/c and for 16O + 197Au 200
A GeV with pr.mm = 400, 600, 800, 1000 MeV/c. These correlation functions are
shown together with the fits in Fig. 6. For sufficiently high px a clear enhancement
at low values of Q is observed in both data sets. The effect is strongest for the
very high px particles, decreases with lower cutoff and vanishes for a pr.min of
400 MeV/c in the O + Au system. While in the last case there is hardly any
pion signal (peak in the 27 mass spectrum) visible at all, the contribution of the
combinatorial background pairs (false pions) to the pion candidates is not at all
negligible even in the other cases, as can be seen in the invariant mass spectrum
in Fig. 5. The ratio of true to false pions - calculated as the peak to background
ratio in the mass spectra - is below 40% in all considered situations. Hence the
role of the combinatorial photon pairs has to be discussed in some detail. That in
spite of this high contamination with false pions a correlation can be observed is
a consequence of the "global" character of Bose-Einstein correlation. All IT0 carry
the information simultaneously, and so do their decay photons. This leads to the
supposition that even the false pions, which are nevertheless constructed out of
7r°-decay photons, carry the correlation arising from the BE-symmetrization of the
7T°.

This is no longer surprising, if one looks at the distribution of particles in mo-
mentum space. With the variable Q we introduced an invariant distance measure
in this space. The situation may be illustrated in a simplified two-dimensional
representation (Fig. 7). If you consider one particular pion, all possible pair part-
ners that contribute to the correlation lie within a certain distance QBE, which
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defines the range of the correlation. This range is of the order of QBB — hc/R
(with he ~ 200 MeV • fin) - it is large for a small source and vice versa. Now the
pion decay introduces an uncertainty Q^cay — mwo/2 for the momentum of the
photons. If QBB S> Q decay, Ike enhanced photons stay inside a certain region of
phase space. Thus the possible false pions (denoted by X in Fig. 7) constructed
out of these photons lie within the same momentum distance as the true pions.
So as the memory of Q is conserved, the enhancement shows up when analyzed in
this variable. If however QBB *C Qdecay, the photon distribution in phase space is
random compared to the scale of the correlation and so is the distribution of the
false pions. The enhancement is no longer visible.
This qualitative understanding can be checked with a Monte-Carlo simulation. In
an multi-pion state all particles carry the correlation simultaneously. In princi-
ple one would need to simulate a totally symmetrized state. In the case of the
false pions considered here there may be decay photons from four different pions in-
volved. So we used a simple procedure to generate four-pion-events, which contain
a Bose-Einstein-like correlation. The events were generated so that they fitted the
observed single particle distributions. A weight was applied to the events, which



Figure 7: Schematic representation of pions and their decay photons in momentum space,
where Q measures the distance. The range of the correlations is indicated, as a white circle
with radius QBE- The decay photons are connected to their parent piohs by solid lines.
The shaded areas show examples of false pions (combinatorial photon pairs).

was calculated as

(4)

where Qij = y —(jN — Pj)2, the four-momentum distance of pions i and j , and the
sum runs over all permutations <r, i.e. all possible pion pairs. (This weight was
used as a probability function by Zajc in a simulation method using the Metropo-
lis algorithm[19].) The ir° then decayed isotropically in their rest frame. The
detection of the photons was simulated by smearing the energy and the position
according to the detector resolution. With the same procedure as used for the
experimental data, a correlation function was extracted from these events only
with pion candidates, where all photons originated from different pions, to check
for the correlation in these false pions. This calculation serves as an estimate for
the critical point in correlation length, where the correlation starts to show up,



Figure 8: The ratio of the parameter A/ measured in the false pions to the "real" A as
a function of the "real" correlation length R obtained from a Monte-Carlo simulation. A
rise in the correlation strength is observed for R approacliing 1 fin.

not to extract exact values for the parameters R and A.
The most interesting result is shown in Fig. 8, where the behavior of the ratio
Xf/X as a function of the input correlation length R is displayed. A/ is the correla-
tion strength in the false pions and A is the input value of the correlation strength

~~(or crlaotictfy). No correlation in the false pions is seen for large radii ( i ! > 1
fm), but there is a sharp rise in the strength as R approaches 1 fm. So a correla-
tion with R ~ 1 fm will be manifest in the analysis of false pions. The measured
A/-parameters provide a lower limit for the actual A - the measured Rf may be
distorted but should be reliable in cases where A is not too small.
We can now turn back to the data. The extracted parameters are summarized in
the following table:

PT.min (MeV/c)

400
600

400
600
800
1000

7r°-peak/bkg

16Q + 1

0.23
0.39

R,

K
l
l

16O + 197Au
0.05 |
0.11 |
0.13 |
0.15 !

-
l
i .

l .

• (fin)

.41

.47

-
16
50
32

±0.23
± 0.29

±0.22
±0.07
±0.12

A*

0.33 ±
0.79 ±

0.
0.28 ±
0.57 ±
1.0 ±0

0.06
0.23

0.07
0.05
.3



The errors given are only statistical fit errors. A source of systematic errors can
be seen in the case of 0 -f- Au with pTra in = 600 MeV/c, when one looks at the
correlation spectrum (Fig. 6.b). There the assumed function does not describe
the data, so one cannot expect the fit to be reasonable. If we keep this in mind, we
can conclude that there is no significant variation in the measured R-parameters.
However, since the measured values of Rx still contain the contribution of the
combinatorial background, their interpretation in terms of real radii R has to be
investigated. A correction could change R to larger values especially at low px- In

addition, the effect of final state interaction is not yet included.
An interferometry analysis for the system 0 -f Au has been carried out by the
NA35 collaboration using negative tracks (~ negative pions) measured with the
streamer chamber[20]. They report radii of R ~ 4 fm for the pseudorapidity range
1 5: V 5: 2, while the major contribution to their measurement stems from low
momentum particles. If we assume the same behavior for both charged and neutral
pions this result is compatible with our analysis, as a larger radius would cause
the effect to disappear, a fact that is observed for lower px-values in our analysis.
This result emphasizes again that the simple picture of a static source, where
space-time and momentum may be considered as independent degrees of freedom,
is not adequate[21,22,23]. As soon as a correlation between these dimensions is
introduced, this model breaks down. The complicated dynamics of the source
(e.g. transverse expansion) will in general introduce a momentum dependence of
the effective source size.
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